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Training is most convenient Tuesday 7pm – 9pm

Players would most prefer to train as a Club, with an element of training 
with their own Team

Majority of Players in the Club 
would like the opportunity for one 

on one Coaching

Almost all Players like the idea of moving indoors in 
winter with the focus on skills, maintain fitness and 

work on first touch

Players ranked the following as most important for training:
1. Fitness
2. Drills
3. Tactics
4. Small games
5. Large games



Players would most like to see…
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Drills and tactics 
for individual 

teams

Better 
structure

Learning

Full turn out of 
players with 

qualified Coaches in 
attendance

Coaching on 
positional play 

and small games

A regular 
coach!

Numbers 
turning up!!!

More training 
equipment for ever 
running out of balls, 

ladders for agility work

Players turn up

More defensive 
training

Structure

The captains 
turn up

Numbers we are 
now looking to have 

3 men's teams

Structured 
training

Small games allow 
players to get the ball 

on the end of their 
stick and gain 

experience

Qualified 
independent 
coaches from 

outside the club



Players would least like to see…
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People turning up 
and NOT having a 

go. ie cant be arsed

2 people like 
there usually is

Too many people 
interfering, let the 

coaches coach

Numbers dropping 
after the first few 

weeks

Lack of 
planning

Large games, as many 
players do not get 

involved in the play and 
can be a complete waste 

of time for beginners.

Unstructured 
session

Games every week 
too much fitness -
that can be done 

elsewhere

Less then 10 
people turning 

up

Lack of bodies, 
talking about 

tactics, snow, & ice!

The same pass 
and shoot drills 

every week

No one to turn up



At the Performance Day I would like to see…
1st team captain/club 

captain to keep changing 
personnel every 10/15 

mins final game 1s defence 
2s attack V 2s defence 

1sattack

players turn up

Trials for the teams -
set drills and score 

based on skill not just 
on who was in what 

team in previous years.

Training as a club, giving all 
players the opportunity of 

playing at a higher level 
that they played last 

season. Thus removing any 
ego's or cliques!

Hockey but who has 
the right to chose 
people based on 

performance?

A number of 7 aside 
teams playing round 

robbin

Just a normal session no 
point making out like 

training will be like this all 
the time. Players won't 

move teams based on one 
session

Squad selections, 
coaching drills then 

game

Opportunity for the 
2nds who are knocking 
on the door of the 1sts 
to show they want to 

play 1sts

Everyone enjoy

a good few games so you cant 
be judged on one game, but 
also people have to pay their 
subs, just because they are a 

good player doesnt mean they 
dont pay subs and still play

Competitive games 
between the 3 

teams.

A fair and transparent 
selection process that 

offers opportunity to all 
players

Friday and then we 
should socialise as a 

club

drop everyone and hold 'trials' 
to show the club whos who and 

who should be in what team. 
Drop the old hats and egos and 
let us younger better players in

Usual shooting drills 
followed by a game 
or two. Possibly 5 a 

side.



What else is on your mind…
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introduce some 
element of 

competitiveness to 
training

Don't burn bridge with 
Mossley we have had 

some very good 
training days over last 

few  years

To move forward.. 
Training must become 

compulsory. BEtter
club, better hockey, 

better players

Is the training going 
to be at Kirkby 
sports college

Training should 
impact on 
selection

Could have half of 
training on tactics/drills 
etc then the other half 

as mid week mini 
league?

Move it away from 
Kirkby & use King 

David IN WEST 
DERBY!

Think WDHC are 
showing real strength 
in being proactive in 

setting up this training

More people = 
better training

Could we send out (email) 
the plan for a training 

session the week before, 
this would also help 

remind people to attend

Should have an unable 
to attend list so the 

coaches can adjust the 
coaching to suit all 

needs

Better venue 
than st edwards



Ok, so what’s going to happen…
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Keep the training slot to Tuesday 7pm – 9pm

Offer Players the opportunity for one on one Coaching

Hold Training as a Club, however allow Players to complete some exercises in their own Team to aid performance

Review where Training is held and variation between indoor and outdoor. Indoor to start mid November

Agree a structure for Training season 2013 / 2014 including: 

Focus on progression from pre season to close of season

Concentrate on specific elements that will make an impact throughout the season

Ensure a Coach is available at each session to support

Ultimately, it’s up to the Players to attend Training, however it’s the Captain and Coaches responsibility to attract 
attendance

Single formation and tactics to be used throughout the Club

Review Training equipment and see what is required

Seek input from external Coaches in order for the Club to develop further

Players allow Coaches to coach during Training and give 100%

Training to include a variation of skills and drills to mix things up and keep it fresh

Coaches to provide update on what will be covered at Training each week

Coaches to meet with Captains at selection to provide update on performance

Full Coaching and Development plan to be published on the Club website



What about the Performance Day?
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All places are up for grabs

Selection for the first league game will be based on pre season Training, Performance Day and 3 friendly games 
leading up to the start of the league season

Performance Day will be a mixture of fitness, drills, tactics and small games

Plan for Performance Day to be published in advance to allow Players to prepare
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